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DC2NY ‘The Upscale Bus’ Launches ‘The Beach Bus’ Service
From New York City to Rehoboth & Dewey Beaches for
Summer 2013

The Inaugural Outbound Trip to Delaware’s
Beaches is on the House!

New York City, NY, June 12, 2013 – Starting on Friday, June 28 at 3:30 pm DC2NY will launch its first bus to Delaware beaches, Rehoboth Beach and Dewey Beach from New York City. The company will begin to ferry beachgoers from Penn Station (33rd and 7th Ave) to stops in Wilmington, Rehoboth and Dewey Beach. The cost is $45 each way on the popular upscale service, which includes water, wi-fi and the all-important electrical outlet. To celebrate the brand new beach route, DC2NY has just announced that the first outbound trip from New York’s Penn Station at 3:30pm on Friday, June 28 will be free of charge for the first 55 passengers that sign up through DC2NY’s website between now and June 21.

“We are thrilled to be able to launch our ‘The Beach Bus’ weekend service from New York City to Rehoboth and Dewey Beaches and keep it rolling through Labor Day”, explained Richard Green, DC2NY’s CEO. “This is the only way for New Yorkers to get to enjoy Delaware’s lovely coastal communities without driving a car themselves. It’s a great value for those who want to explore these two beautiful Delmarva Peninsula towns and beaches.”

This is DC2NY’s first New York service to and from Delaware, however DC2NY has been serving the Washington, DC to New York City markets with upscale bus service for nearly six years as well as sending beach loving Washingtonians to Delaware’s beaches for the last three summers.

Passengers can leave New York City on a summer Friday at 4:30 p.m. or on Saturday and Sunday at 7:00 a.m., and head back beginning at 7:15 on Saturday and Sunday nights. There will be additional buses on the holiday weekends of July 4th and Labor Day in September. There will be one stop in each direction at Wilmington, DE. The cost to/from Wilmington to the beaches is $25 each way. The cost from NYC to/from the beaches is $45 each way.

—more—
The schedule and rates for the New York City service are currently online [here](#) and its stop locations for the bus to New York will be behind the fire station in Rehoboth and on Route 1 near the Lighthouse Restaurant in Dewey.

**About DC2NY**: DC2NY is nearing the celebration of six years serving the DC market with its now familiar upscale service which began in Washington, DC. The company, smaller than most of its competitors, continues to offer amenities like movies, free Wi-Fi access, electric outlets, and bottled water on its daily trips to New York City from two locations in Washington, DC (Dupont Circle and Union Station) and its weekend stop locations in Virginia at the Metro stops at Vienna/Fairfax and Franconia/Springfield. The DC2NY customer promise remains the same – convenient locations, clean bathrooms and comfortable buses.

Before its monster competitors, Boltbus and Megabus, ever came to DC, there was DC2NY. DC2NY’s owners are two guys who live in Washington, DC. Asi Ohana and Richard Green inaugurated their DC-based DC2NY bus service between the nation’s capital and New York City with the promise of clean, comfortable and convenient bus travel for a new generation of travelers. For the first time an intercity bus would have wi-fi access for its passengers. Now, of course, everyone offers this convenience. A new era in bus travel began in 2008 however. From the beginning, from DC2NY’s first stop at DC’s Dupont Circle this new bus service ran directly to Pennsylvania Station in New York City. Relationships have developed, and marriages made possible while traveling on DC2NY.